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Dear shooters and hunters,

It is with great pleasure that I personally in-
troduce our new catalogue to you. 

I hope you will find it comprehensive and 
easy to read. We are very proud of the 
growing interest in the Zoli brand and feel 
it is time to improve the quality of our com-
munication. The objective is to enlighten 
the shooting and hunting fraternity about 
our company and the innovative products 
we are manufacturing.

We are very happy and feel rewarded that 
an ever growing number of people are 
using our guns with satisfaction and are 
achieving better results than ever before. 
This is a very encouraging trend and gives 
us an incentive to continue our work with 
enthusiasm and dedication. A commitment 
that presents difficult challenges but is well 
compensated by the satisfaction we get 
from the ever growing victories accom-
plished at national and international level 
by our loyal clients.

We firmly believe that innovation and tradi-
tion can and must co-exist and it is for this 
reason that our products, while techno-
logically advanced still retain the universal 
principles of the most classical gun making 
traditions. As a result, Zoli’s guns are highly 
evolved as far as materials and technolo-
gy are concerned but offer a very classical, 

highly refined design. In this catalogue we 
are very proud to introduce the latest gen-
eration of guns, researched and built on 
the basis of a simple philosophical concept: 
Quality must never be compromised or sac-
rificed.

 The Z-Gun line is the embodiment of this 
concept. Besides an exquisite and mod-
ern look and it’s well-tested longevity, the 
Z-Gun line hides an uncompromising tech-
nological approach that manages to com-
bine the best ballistic performance with an 
incomparable low recoil sensation.

Shooters and hunters who have been using 
Zoli’s guns for some time already appreci-
ate the characteristics that make our prod-
ucts unique. Our success is also due to the 
generous and positive feedback offered by 
clients who, after using our guns feel the 
need to share their experiences. 

Their endorsement and support has led to 
the strong growth of our brand, taking it to 
a new level within the top market segment. 
I hope you find this catalogue interesting 
and informative.

Thank you and warmest regards,
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Antonio Zoli was born to Giuseppe in 
1905 in Magno, a small village (ham-
let of Gardone Val Trompia) home to 
several famous gunsmithing families.  
Since the 14th Century, Magno had 
been a highly respected center of 
gun production, supplying arms to 
the governments of Venice, Piedmont 
and Naples. Its reputation was com-
parable to that of bigger towns like 
Marcheno and Lumezzane. From ar-
chival research, the Zoli family was al-
ready active in Magno in 1490, where 
they were involved with the local ar-
tisan scene. In the first decades of 
the 15th Century, the Zoli family was 
supplying the early arquebus makers, 
masters of rare craftsmanship, in the 
manufacturing of firearms. In the fol-
lowing centuries, the activity of the 
Zoli family consolidated even more, 
so much so that in the early 1800s 
Giovanni Zoli was working as a re-

nowned maker of best quality gun-
locks. Proof of his activity is found in 
1845 with an exquisite muzzle-load-
ing pistol featuring the family logo, a 
symbol of the enterprising spirit and 
determination that the valley devel-

oped through the centuries. Reading 
through the history of the Zoli family 
is like reading through the history of 
Italian gunmaking in the Val Trompia 
region, famous the world over for fine 
gunmaking today. It is in this region 
that Antonio Zoli mastered the values 
and traditions that are still perceived 
as indissoluble today. Captivated by 
the appeal of the valley and possess-
ing the strong passion for building 
guns and precision mechanisms in-
herited by his father, Antonio Zoli 
started his career during the war 
collaborating with and supplying the 
main gun companies in the area. But 
in October 1945, as soon as the war 
was over, he officially re-started his 
own business transforming it to one 
of the most relevant industrial activi-
ties in the area. 
The company structure was further 
defined with the contribution of Gi-

useppe, Antonio’s son, who provided 
further impulse in terms of product 
quality and market recognition. Gi-
useppe translated the classical param-
eters employed by master gunmakers 
for the production of best quality cus-
tom guns into bigger scale production 
of smooth bore side by side and over 
and under shotguns, with exposed 
hammers or hammerless. An example 
of Giuseppe’s accomplishments is the 
“Delfino” over and under series with 
its Greener-type lock and excellent 
levels of quality for the time. 
Always available to satisfy any market 
requests, Antonio Zoli developed an 
awareness for new trends since the 
very early years. In 1956, it was the 
first company in the world to build 
replicas of old muzzleloaders, mark-
ing the start of a new market that 
would become extremely important.  
Replica guns like the Zouave, the 
Harper’s Ferry, the Mississippi, the 
Buffalo and the J.P. Murray as well 
as the Dragoon pistol are definitely 
worth mentioning and remembering. 
Among the main achievements, in the 
1960s Antonio Zoli was also the first 
company in Italy to industrially man-
ufacture shotgun rifle combination 
guns, breaking the monopoly held by 
gun makers in central Europe. A few 
years later, over-and-under and side-
by-side double rifles were added to 
the catalogue. In 1980 the company 
started producing bolt action rifles, a 
production that reached thousands 
of units, both in the hunting and 
competition. 
At the beginning of the 1990s, fol-
lowing the success achieved across all 
markets, Zoli decided to make a range 
of Drilling guns called MG-92. This 
step represented a new challenge, 
making Zoli compete with long-es-
tablished, well-known manufacturers 
from Europe. The product launch was 
a blazing success, so much so that 
the production lasted for more than 
20 years. Zoli Drilling (2 smooth bore 
barrels, one rifle) remains today the 

only example of a similar gun ever to 
be industrially manufactured in Italy.
At the end of the Millennium, under 
the new direction of Paolo Zoli, the 
company took on a great new engi-
neering and design challenge in the 
over-and-under segment. The new 
project was called ‘Classic Revolu-
tion 4’ as it included four categories 
of over-and-under guns: competition 
and hunting smooth bore shotguns, 
double rifles and shotgun rifle combi-
nations. Satisfying each of these cat-
egories perfectly with a state of the 
art design was challenging and re-
quired not only state of the art engi-
neering, but reliance on the creative 
spirit and desire past down by many 
generations of Zoli family gunmakers. 
Thanks to this project, the company 
has today reached the objective of 
placing their products in the high-

est market segments. In fact, all four 
guns present technical characteris-
tics belonging to top quality firearms, 
produced in limited quantities. The 
Zoli family is very proud of all the 
models in the Z-Gun series, from the 
Ambassador SL, to the EL, Z-Sport, 
Z-EXTRA or XL-EVO. 
In recent years, the company has 
achieved amazing results in various 
shooting disciplines, winning national 
and international championships with 
a progression that clearly shows the 
extremely high ballistic and dynamic 
qualities featured on Zoli’s guns. In 

the wake of these triumphs, Zoli fully 
expanded and invested in the custom 
shop that has quickly become a key 
element in the new company strategy 
and is now able to satisfy even the 
most demanding customer requests.
Since the beginning of the new Mil-
lennium, production methods, tech-
niques and technologies have un-
dergone a dramatic technological 
change. Thanks to constant invest-
ment Zoli today is one of the very 
few gunmakers that can take direct 
control of the entire manufacturing 
process, from planning and research-
ing to finished product sale.
In 2013, motivated by successful 
levels of sales, Paolo Zoli decided to 
found Zoli International, a compa-
ny subsidiary capable of importing, 
distributing and servicing every Zoli 
product on the US market. This was 

another very important step in the 
history of the company that now had 
a strong foothold on the most im-
portant market in the world.   
The incessant appreciation shown 
through the years by loyal custom-
ers is the best endorsement to Zoli’s 
work, as well as their formal presence 
on markets all over the world. The 
feel for traditions of a family busi-
ness, now in its third generation, has 
managed to adapt constantly to tech-
nological innovations without alter-
ing the love a craftsman feels for the 
products they manufacture.

The history of a family and their passion for fine guns!

Our modern history finds its roots in the historical and cultural context of the post-World War II period. Possessed with 
the creative entrepreneurial spirit that marks Italian people from the Brescia area, Antonio Zoli played an active part 
in the rebuilding stages following the war events that so disrupted the valley of the river Mella. Despite the incredible 
challenges posed by the times, Antonio did not hesitate to do all he needed to do to restart his company, taking the first 
steps for a business that would soon project his name, and now the Antonio Zoli brand, on the markets around the world. 

19451945



“Classic Revolution” is the name of a chal-
lenging, rigorous and uncompromising 
project ZOLI embraced a few years ago. 
In this section you will learn about the 
most important technical features of all 
ZOLI over and under shotguns which have 
made this project extremely successful. 

Through its “Classic Revolution” ZOLI has 
strengthened its presence in the market 
for high end guns with a better image and 
a stronger presence world over.
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All Zoli guns are fitted with a hand detach-
able Zoli designed lock system. All Z-Guns 
series trigger assemblies have their criti-
cal parts Titanium Nitrate treated and the 
powerful main coil springs are coated with 
a self-lubricating material for maximum 
corrosion resistance and minimum wear. 

Hammers, sears and trigger plates are pre-
cision CNC machined, specially hardened 
and ground. All trigger shoes are adjust-
able fore and aft. This complex assembly 
is then tested and hand fitted by expert 
gunsmiths.
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All of Zoli’s guns are equipped with a particularly robust locking system 
consisting of a split locking bolt that mates accurately with the 

locking lugs of the mono block. The central position of the 
locking system in relation to the mono block axis ensures 

maximum tightness. Such a design requires the employment 
of spark erosion [EDM machining] techniques that allow ex-

tremely close tolerances. Even with extensive shooting, the 
joint between barrel and action is maintained over long periods 

due to the axis pins being positioned in the lower part of the 
barrel itself and the bottom lug engaging with the action body.

Zoli’s BHB Stock Grip and 
Barrel Weight system is the 
first real dynamic adjustment 
system that has been specifically 
developed for a shotgun. The ideal 
weight and balance point of a shot-
gun varies according to the shooter 
because of the individual’s height, 
weight, strength, competence and

 individualized me-
chanics. The Zoli BHB 

system addresses the issue of 
weight and its location helping cre-

ate the optimum dynamics to achieve 
perfect control of the shotgun. 

Therefore, even 
though the point of 
balance remains the same, 
the guns feel and dynamics can be 
altered to suit the individual shooter.  

Zoli’s percussion system has been designed to the 
highest standards of safety that technology can offer. 
The firing pin is guided by a specially made bushing 
that ensures its perfect operation. The bushing is also 
provided with vent holes, to allow any gas produced by the 
accidental perforation of the cartridge primer to es-
cape, without damage to the gun 
or injury to the user.

The action, trigger plate and monoblock form 
the foundation of the gun. Such components 
are all made using forged alloy steel. Amongst 
these components, the new solid action is the 
most important and innovative. Because the 

trigger plate mechanism is completely 
independent from the action, it does 
not sustain the stress and strain that 
could affect the adjustment of the fir-

ing mechanism. High adjustment standards 
are therefore guaranteed even under prolonged heavy 

use. The detachable trigger mechanism also facilitates easy 
maintenance. Each and every machined part is checked for correct 

dimensions.

Zoli was the first com-
pany in the world to 
develop an industrial 
process to silver solder 
shotgun and rifle barrels. 
This technique guarantees 
the most precise and durable 
joining of barrels compared to the more 
traditional approach which employs tin alloys. 
Further advantages include a more homoge-
neous assembly providing a drastic reduction of 
micro-vibrations contributing to reduced recoil 
when shooting and the ability of guaranteeing 
point of impact. 
Additionally a highly durable chemical blueing 
can be used to help retain the aesthetics of the 
gun for years. Today all Zoli barrels are made with 
this exclusive technique.

Barrel soldering

Percussion system

Forged Components

Locking System

BHB System

Barrels

Zoli have  manufactured guns  for more  than  70  years  and we 
commenced manufacturing our  own  barrels  in-house  more  than  
55  years ago. The ballistic performance of our barrels is legendary 
and the envy of all other shotgun manufacturers. Our extensive ex-
perience has always been underpinned by on-going research making 
it possible to ensure matchless ballistic performance with reduced 
recoil. Our years  of intense  ballistic and materials testing  enables  
us to provide superior pattern distribution  with higher  energy  yet  
softer  recoil. Only Zoli barrels achieve this and we are willing to pit 
our barrels against any other makers barrels - any time.
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C U S T O M  S H O P

Zoli Antonio has been building sporting firearms 
since 1945. Since we are passionate about what 
we do, we never stop researching and believe 
that innovation and traditions can or rather, 
must co-exist.

Our products are technologically advanced 
but we respect all the important gun making 
principles. Zoli’s guns are revolutionary from a 
mechanical standpoint but classic in look and 
design. They reflect the principles of gun making 
that generated exquisite pieces in the past - real 
works of art that only skilled craftsmen could 
produce to be appreciated by a few discerning 
sportsmen. 

Since 1980 the Zoli Custom Shop has built 
sporting firearms that range from the fine to the 
fantastic. Zoli custom firearms have been crafted 
for and with the input of the finest hunters and 
shooters. Our Masterworks line is geared toward 
the creation of products that are able to satisfy 
the most demanding tastes. All this is possible 
only by combining the latest technologies with 
refined finishes and great attention to detail, 
typical of the highest traditions in gun making.
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NADINE MESSERSCHMIDT
World Cup Olympic Skeet 2020 Ladies in Cyprus

BRIAN DEADMAN
New Zealand Sporting Clay National Championship 2020

RICHARD SAMMON 
South Austrialia 20ga State Skeet Championship 2020 

JACQUI DURHAM
South Austrialia State Skeet Championship 2020 Ladies

CHRIS BROWN
Field & Game Sporting Australian National Campionship 2019

MATTHIEU DELMAS
Compak Sporting French Fitasc Grand Prix 2019 with WORLD 

RECORD 200/200

YVES CHAVEGRAND
French Universal Trench Championship 2019

CHRIS BROWN
Australian English Sporting Championship 2019

COLIN JOHNS
Australian Fitasc Gran Prix Senior Champion 2019

RAJAGOPAL TONDAIMAN
National Indian Championship Olympic Skeet veteran

MALCOM WHITEHEAD
Australian Fitasc Gran Prix Veteran Champion 2019

DIEGO DUARTE DELGADO
Olympic Skeet Colombia National Champion 2019

NADINE MESSERSCHMIDT 
Olympic Skeet German Champion 2019

JEAN FRANCOIS VERGEZ
28 ga Briley World English Sporting Championship
20 ga Fitasc World English Sporting Championship

MICHAEL MAVRAKIS
World Championship Universal trench team with South Africa

OLEG SURAVKOV
St.Petersburg Championship Compak Sporting

NITNOS COSTANTINOU
Greek Compak Sporting Championship 2019

SANDRA DUTANG
French Championship Olympic Trap Ladies 2019

NATHAN THUILLIER
French Championship Olympic Trap Junior 2019

JEAN FRANCOIS VERGEZ
Portoguese Fitasc Grand Prix 2019

CHARLY HAENEL
French Championship Olympic Trap Cadet 2019

BEN LLEWELLIN
British Shooting Olympic Skeet 2019

MIKKEL PETERSEN
Fitasc Grand Prix Hungary Junior 2019

MARCO PAGLIACCIA
Italian Championship Combinated shooting Senior 2019

SIMONE BORGESA
Italian Championship Combinated shooting 1st category 2019

UMBERTO MINUCCI
Italian Championship DTL 2019

JOHN COLINS
Austrialian Sporting Fitasc Grand Prix Senior 2019

MALCOLM WHITEHEAD
Austrialian Sporting Fitasc Grand Prix Veteran 2019

MATTHEW TOPOR
Michigan State Sporting Championship 2019

PHILIPPE MARTY
French Compak Sporting Championship veteran 2019

BEN LLEWELLIN
Qatar Open Olympic Skeet 2020

FRANK VAZQUEZ
World Championship Universal Trench 2019

CHRIS BROWN
Oceania Sporting Championship 2019

ROSS STRAKER
Ictsf World English Sporting Championship 2019

STUART CLARKE
British Open 2019

THOMAS AGEZ
European Championship Universal trench Junior 2019

NICK MCDONALD
African Fitasc Gran Prix 2019 

MICHAELA EXL
Austrian Olympic Trap Championship 2019

MATTHIEU DELMAS
Compak Sporting French Championship 2018

IWAN MILLS
Europaean DTL Championship Colts category

TATIANA FINIKOVA
St.Petersburg Championship Compak Sporting

PAOLO ARCANGIOLI
Italian Championship Federcaccia 2019

YOHAN CARON
French Championship Universal Trench Junior 2019

YOHAN CARON
French Championship DTL Junior 2019

MICHELE DOCOCHE
French Compak Sporting Championship veteran 2019

NICK MCDONALD
Fitasc African Championship Sporting and  

Compak Sporting 2020

MARCO PAGLIACCIA
Italian Championship Federcaccia 2019

YOHAN CARON
French Championship DTL 2019

PHILIPPE MARTY
French Universal Trench Championship veteran 2019

Matthieu Delmas
World Record Compak Sporting

200/200



The Flat rib versions are supplied with a tapered top rib or parallel rib and in keeping with the classical tradition our ribs are fully chequered. 
Due to a wide choice of barrel lengths and stock configurations, we are able to satisfy any specific request. All our barrels are silver soldered 
thereby affording a softer more gradual recoil in spite of the superior ballistic performance. The method we use to make these barrels is the 
outcome of over 50 years of experience we have acquired making them in house. Barrels are supplied with interchangeable extended / flush 
chokes or with fixed chokes. The actions are available in a long lasting anti-corrosion silver or a traditional blued finish. Stocks are made from 
select Turkish walnut, finely chequered and oil finished. Flat rib barrels are available in 12, 20, 28 and 410 gauge. A 20 gauge gun can on 
demand be supplied with an extra set of barrels in 28ga or .410

Z-GUN RIBS & VERSIONS

FR
Flat rib

MR
Mid rib

HR
High rib

TRAPUS
 

The Mid Rib version is identifiable thanks to its medium height, fixed tapered rib - a small but very important detail that helps achieve a more 
relaxed neck position when shooting. Extra interchangeable barrel sets are also available on request. The actions are available in a long lasting 
anti-corrosion silver or a traditional blued finish. The standard stock is an adjustable Off-Set, designed perfectly for this rib style. The wood 
is select Turkish walnut, finely chequered and oil finished. The Z-Sport MR is available only in 12 gauge guns.

The Z-Trap US model version is specifically made for the US Trap. Living up to the uniqueness offered by their barrels, known to provide a 
ballistic advantage, Zoli have designed Trap barrels providing them with a rib able to offer infinite adjustments in point of impact. Different 
from any other product offered in the market the Z-Trap US rib can be adjusted for height in the parallel position or tilted either upward 
or backward. These adjustments are made possible by the fact that the rib is not anchored to a fixed point. This is a very sophisticated 
engineering solution that provides, amongst other things, a system of recoil absorption built into the rib itself. The stock is an offset Monte 
Carlo style with the ideal pitch and a slight rollover comb. This combined with either a right or left hand palm swell makes this stock the 
most customisable standard stock of all high rib guns. Shooting the Z-Trap US is a unique experience as along with the ballistic superiority of 
the barrels the ergonomics of the rib and stock together make for a very relaxed and stress free shooting position leading to better scores.

Every aspect of the HR has been developed to achieve the highest level of performance in clay target shooting. The sense of comfort 
immediately perceived when using this style of gun is immediately apparent. The HR model naturally leads your eyes to the target, offering 
a perfect view that translates into a significant reduction of discomfort for neck and shoulder during long strings of firing. The lowered recoil 
sensation is due to the action being on a lower plane and also due to the Boss-type lock-up that moves the gun’s central axis to a higher 
position. The HR is fitted with a newly introduced 11mm or 16mm adjustable tapered or parallel rib (only on 75cm – 29.5”) that can be easily 
adjusted to change the point of impact 50/50 to 70/30. The barrels dynamic feel and silver soldering are one of Zoli’s key elements that help 
deliver low recoil, minimal effort and less eye strain. Only Zoli barrels come with an impact point factory warranty. The standard stock is an 
off-set Monte Carlo, offering ideal pitch and a slightly rounded comb. This combined with an embossed pistol grip make for an extremely 
comfortable stock, ideal to make the most of the high rib style.

Barrel lengths available 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm. (86cm optional) // 28” - 29.5” - 31” - 32” (34” optional)

Barrels lengths available 75 - 78 - 81cm. // 29.5” - 31” - 32”

Barrels lengths available 75 - 81cm. // 29.5” - 32”

Barrel length available only 86cm -  34”
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Ben Llewellin

Olympic Skeet UK shooter
Three times British Champion
World Cup silver medal
World Record holder
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Z-SPORT

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

The Z-Sport model is the version ideally suited 
to competitive shooting sports. The engraving is 
clean and basic, decorated by an ornate border. 
The Z-Gun logo is in relief with a non-glare stip-
pled top, on both the action sides and the under-
side. The barrels of the Z-Sport model are supplied 
with a tapered top rib, fully chequered in keeping 
with the classic tradition. Thanks to a choice of 
several barrel lengths and stock configurations the 
Z-Sport version will satisfy any specific request. 

An extra set of interchangeable barrels is also 
available on request. 

Action frames are available in a long lasting an-
ti-corrosion silver or a traditional blued finish. 
Stocks are made of select Turkish walnut, finely 
chequered and oil finished. The Z-Sport model is 
available in 12 or 20 gauge. All 20 gauge models 
can be supplied with an extra set of barrels in 28ga 
or .410

THE BEST SELLER
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Z-SPORT

Z-SPORT HR

Z-SPORT TRAP US

Z-SPORT MR

Z-SPORT FR

RIBS: FR // MR // HR // TRAP US
ACTION: SILVER // BLACK // COLOR CASE HARDENED

31
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Ross Straker

UK Sporting Shooter
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Z-EXTRA

The Z-Extra has all the features of the Z-Sport 
with English style engraving mixed with some 
scroll. The Z-Gun logo, a gold inlay on both action 
sides and back pleasantly stands out against the 
antique silver of the base. This finishing combined 
with a durable protection ensures a high degree of 
corrosion resistance. The barrels of the Z-Extra are 
supplied with a tapered top rib, fully chequered in 
keeping with the classic tradition. 

Thanks to a choice of several barrel lengths and 
stock configurations the Z-Extra will satisfy any 
specific request. An extra set of interchangeable 
barrels is also available on request. 

Stocks are made of select Turkish walnut, finely 
chequered and oil finished. The Z-Extra is avail-
able in 12 or 20 gauge. All 20 gauge models can 
be supplied with an extra set of barrels in 28ga 
or .410

TIMELESS ELEGANCE WITH  
DYNAMIC COMFORT

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-EXTRA

Z-EXTRA HR

Z-EXTRA TRAP US

Z-EXTRA MR

Z-EXTRA FR

RIBS: FR // MR // HR // TRAP US
ACTION: SILVER // COLOR CASE HARDENED
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Z-BELLA

Zoli spent two years developing a brand new la-
dies’ shotgun, the highly-anticipated Z-Bella. Spe-
cially designed to meet the requirements of the 
female form, the gun is carefully embellished with 
eye-catching Swarovski crystals. The Z-Bella is at-
tractively presented without sacrificing the techni-
cal nature of a product dedicated to competition. 
All stock dimensions have been specially adapted 
to the female form, including a slimmer pistol grip, 
altered drop, length of pull, pitch and cast. Addi-
tionally, each stock is equipped with an adjustable 
comb, for finer tuning the fit of the gun. Available in 
12 gauge only the Z-Bella comes with a flat tapered 
rib with a choice of 28’’, 30’’ or 31’’ barrel lengths, 
Each Bella comes with five interchangeable flush 
or ¾ inch extended chokes. On request the Z-Bella 
can be made with a mid-step or a high adjustable 

rib in 30 inch barrel lengths. The Z-Bella is offered 
with either a silver or black action frame boasting 
elegant deep scroll engraving tastefully embellished 
with Swarovski crystals. 
The Z-Bella comes equipped with the BHB (Be-
tween Hands Balancer) in the pistol grip. This fea-
ture enables the user to customize and tune both 
the balance and swing dynamics of the shotgun. 
Swarovski crystals in the BHB system encircle the 
iconic Z a symbol of the prestigious Zoli Z-gun 
range. As with all Z-Guns, the Z-Bella is equipped 
with a Boss type locking bolt, monolithic frame, 
silver soldered barrels, a removable trigger mech-
anism with titanium coated components, self-lubri-
cating springs and bushed firing pins.

DESIGNED FOR HER

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-BELLA

RIBS: FR // MR // HR
ACTION: SILVER // BLACK

Z-BELLA FR - SILVER

Z-BELLA FR - BLACK
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Stuart Clarke

Professional Coach and Sporting shooter
Two times World Sporting Champion
Two times British open Champion
Two times English open Champion
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Z-XL EVO

The newly launched Model XL-EVO now com-
pletes the already comprehensive Z-GUN range 
of competition guns. A difficult objective has been 
achieved considering that not only does XL-EVO 
retain all the fundamental aspects of Zoli’s range of 
Competition guns but also reaches beyond by tak-
ing it to the next level. For this reason we consider 
the XL-EVO to be a gun dedicated to the expert 
shooter who requires a fully customizable gun. This 
gun is truly unique and stands above all in today’s 
Competition gun market. 
Unlike the rest of Zoli’s range the XL-EVO is fitted 
with an action which has been designed so that the 
weight of the action can be varied. This is a very 
novel idea, enabling the shooter to carry out this 
simple modification himself. The two side plates 
can be changed with others of different weights. 

This innovation completely reflects the concept 
of ‘Between Hands’ introduced by Zoli. By altering 
only the weight located at the ‘centre of gravity’ of 
the gun, its dynamics can be changed without dis-
torting it. When shooting at a professional level it is 
essential to have a gun that can be perfectly tuned 
and the XL-EVO has been developed to fulfil such 
a need with the variable weight of the ‘VGC’ action, 
the dynamic ‘BHB’ device and a stock with an ad-
justable comb. All XL-EVO’s come with a monolithic 
action, a detachable trigger group with titanium ni-
trided components and self-lubricating springs. 
This model also has stainless steel bushed firing 
pins, a Boss-type locking system and silver soldered 
barrels. The XL-EVO is available only in 12 gauge 
with varying barrel lengths and four different rib 
configurations.

THE ONLY ACTION IN THE WORLD WITH 
VARIABLE WEIGHTS SYSTEM

SILVER SILVER / BLACK BLACK / SILVER BLACK

SILVER / TUNGSTEN BLACK / TUNGSTEN COLOR CASE HARDENED

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-XL EVO

RIBS: FR // MR // HR
ACTION: SILVER // BLACK // LUX // COLOR CASE HARDENED

SIDE PLATES: SILVER // BLACK // TUNGSTEN // COLOR CASE HARDENED // LUX

XL-EVO HR

XL-EVO MR

XL-EVO FR
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Z-XL EVO

Invigorated by the incredible commercial success of 
the innovative range of XL-EVO models, at ZOLI we 
have decided to further enhance this line of prod-
ucts by dedicating three engravings to it. The result 
is the offering of three new versions, all designed 
and executed by our in-House Studio Zeta:

• The XL EVO Lux featuring an elegant and refined 
engraving in the purest English style. The Z logo is 
engraved on all three sides of the action.

• The XL EVO Firenze featuring deep relief engrav-
ing with acanthus leaves. The Z logo is engraved on 
all three sides of the action.

• The XLS Firenze with long side plates also featur-
ing deep relief engraving with acanthus leaves next 
to a banner with the Antonio Zoli name engraved 
in it.

Like the other models in the XL Evo range, the XL 
Evo Lux and XL Evo Firenze come with a second set 
of heavy plates. The side plates can be swapped by 
the shooter to find the best weight and/or balance 
configuration.

The XLS Firenze model comes only with long side 
plates. Every gun is available in either a competition 
or field configuration.

LUXURY LINE

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-XL EVO LUX

RIBS: FR // MR // HR
ACTION: SILVER

Z-XLS FIRENZE

XL-EVO FIRENZE

XL-EVO LUX
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Z-VINTAGE

This new line represents Antonio Zoli’s reinterpre-
tation of the timeless appeal of Color Case Hard-
ening. Created using a complex heat treatment, 
this unique finishing has always been considered a 
classic feature of fine and traditional shotguns. The 
new Zoli VINTAGE is the perfect example of this 
association, fully respectful of traditions, but with 
the door open to the future and the improvements 
brought with it.

Starting from the very name, the VINTAGE line 
evokes an age of plenty, beauty and good taste, 
and becomes the tribute to our long and captivat-
ing history.
 

The journey to bring such beauty and class back 
from the past has brought about moments of great 
and rare surprise, uncovered emotions as powerful 
as the combinations of colors, with hues and ac-
cents of golds coming to life on each one of our cre-
ations. Each one is unique and no two are the same.
Every gun in the Vintage line comes with a gold 
border hand cut by the world renown Master En-
gravers of Creative Art. The action bottom panel 
features the ZOLI Coat of Arms in gold. 
Only the model Z-Bella Vintage comes with the 
name “Bella” in gold on the bottom panel, and 
Swarovski Crystals on three sides.
Every gun in the Vintage line is available in either a 
competition or field configuration.

TIMELESS BEAUTY

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-VINTAGE

RIBS: FR // MR // HR
ACTION: TRADITIONAL COLORCASE HARDENING

Z-XLS VINTAGE

Z-BELLA VINTAGE

Z-VINTAGE
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Brad Kidd

USA Sporting shooter
US National Sporting Champion
World English Sporting and 
World Fitasc Sporting Vice Champion
Professional Coach



Z-AMBASSADOR

The AMBASSADOR is Zoli’s flagship model 
offering the ultimate in hand finishing. The 
Ambassador line features a semi-round ac-
tion frame and fences that are completely 
filed and shaped by hand. 
This line is the first point of contact with 
our custom shop. Stocks of exhibition grade 

Turkish walnut are finely hand chequered 
and completed with a hand rubbed oil finish. 

This line is available in Game, Sporting, Trap, 
Skeet and ZZ-bird versions and are graded 
as Ambassador EL, Ambassador Regent and 
Ambassador SL

ULTIMATE
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-AMBASSADOR

RIBS: FR // MR // HR 
ACTION: SILVER

Z-AMBASSADOR REGENT

Z-AMBASSADOR SL

Z-AMBASSADOR EL
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Diego Duarte

Olympic Skeet and Sporting Shooter
Professional Coach
World cup winner
Olympic Games attendance at  
Athens 2004 and Bejing 2008
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ASSISTANCE

Check our event calendar and book your Zoli Service
www.zoliantonio.com/eventi/

ACCESSORIES & MERCHANDISE

https://www.zoliantonio.com/shop
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TECH SHEET

Z-SPORT FR // Z-EXTRA FR
ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Silver ( Black available on Z-SPORT only ) Color case hardened
Calibers 12-20-28-410
Trigger mechanism Detachable with titanium coated components and 

self lubricants springs
-

Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version)  
Non selective trigger (Trap version)

-

Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm. ( 28”- 29,5”- 31” - 32” ) 86 cm. // 34”
Top Rib Tapered 11-7mm in all lenght available 

Parallel 11-11 only on cm 71(28”) - 75(29,5”) - 81(32”)
-

Top Rib Finishing Laser Hand made 
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs - No side ribs - BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes Fixed chokes
BARRELS - 20, 28, 410ga.
Length 75-81cm. ( 29,5” - 32” ) -
Top Rib Tapered 11-5mm - Parallel 11-11mm -
Side Rib Ventilated BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable flush chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66)
Fixed Comb stock 12ga. A, C, D Adjustable - A/r, D/r, G/r, MR - Custom BHB system– Left version
Fixed Comb stock 20, 28, 410ga. H Adjustable – H/r - Custom BHB system- Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version)  - Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom
Forend type 20, 28, 410ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) Tulip shape - Custom

ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Silver ( Black available on Z-SPORT only ) Color case hardened
Calibers 12ga
Trigger mechanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricating springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version) -
Locking system Non selective trigger (Trap version)
BARRELS - 12ga. Boss style locking bolt
Length 75  - 78 - 81cm. ( 29,5”- 31” - 32” ) -
Top Rib Tapered 10-8mm -
Top Rib Finishing Laser -
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo off/set MR Custom stock, BHB system, Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) - Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom
Forend type 20, 28, 410ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) Tulip shape - Custom

Z-SPORT MR  //  Z-EXTRA MR

ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Silver ( Black available on Z-SPORT only ) Color case hardened
Calibers 12ga
Trigger mechanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricating springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version)  

Non selective trigger (Trap version)
-

Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 75  - 81cm.  

29,5”- 32”
-

Top Rib High 11mm -Tapered 10-8mm - Parallel 11-11mm (Only 75cm; 29,5“) 
High 16mm -Tapered 10-8mm - Parallel 11-11mm (Only 75cm; 29,5“)

-

Top Rib Finishing Laser -
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  - BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes Fixed chokes
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo off/set 12ga. HR11, HR16 Custom stock - BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) – Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom

Z-SPORT HR // Z-EXTRA HR

Z-VINTAGE, Z-BELLA VINTAGE, Z-XLS VINTAGE
ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Traditional colorcase hardening with gold inlays hand engraved Color case hardened
Calibers 12ga
Trigger mechanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricating springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version) - Non selective trigger (Trap version) -
Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm. ( 28”- 29,5”- 31” - 32” )
Top Rib Tapered 11-7mm in all lenght available 

Parallel 11-11 only on cm 71(28”) - 75(29,5”) - 81(32”) 
HR11 (see HR sheet) - HR16 (see HR sheet) - MR (see HR sheet)

-

Top Rib Finishing Laser Hand finished
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo Lady 12ga. A/r, D/r, G/r, HR11, HR16, MR, L depending on version chosen Custom stock – BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) – Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom

ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Silver with engraving Color case hardened
Side plates Black ; Silver Color case hardened - Tungsten - Lux engraving
Calibers 12ga
Interchangable Plates weight 
(not available on Z-XLS Firenze) 

Standard plates 54grams; XL plates 106 grams Tungsten 130 grams

Trigger mechanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricating springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version) - Non selective trigger (Trap version) -
Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm.  ( 28”- 29,5”- 31” - 32” )
Top Rib Tapered 11-7mm in all length available 

Parallel 11-11 only on cm 71(28”) - 75(29,5”) - 81(32”) 
HR11 (see HR sheet) - HR16 (see HR sheet) - MR (see HR sheet)

-

Top Rib Finishing Laser Hand made finishing
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  - BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo Lady 12ga. A/r, D/r, G/r, HR11, HR16, MR depending on version chosen Custom stock – BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) – Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom

Z-XL EVO LUX, Z-XL EVO FIRENZE, Z-XLS FIRENZE

ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Black ; Silver Color case hardened  - Lux engraving
Side plates Black ; Silver Color case hardened - Tungsten - Lux engraving
Calibers 12ga
Trigger mechanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricating springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version) - Non selective trigger (Trap version) -
Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm.  ( 28”- 29,5”- 31” - 32” )
Top Rib Tapered 11-7mm in all length available 

Parallel 11-11 only on cm 71(28”) - 75(29,5”) - 81(32”) 
HR11 (see HR sheet) - HR16 (see HR sheet) - MR (see HR sheet)

-

Top Rib Finishing Laser Hand made finishing
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  - BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo Lady 12ga. A/r, D/r, G/r, HR11, HR16, MR depending on version chosen Custom stock – BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) – Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom

Z-XL EVO
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STOCK SPECIFICATIONS
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STOCKS FOR FLAT RIB VERSIONS

A UK/US Sporting  
Fixed drop stock 12

1.57” 2.17”
No

14.96” 15.27” 14.84” .12” .24”
Yes Yes

40mm 55mm 380mm 388mm 377mm 3mm 6mm

A/R UK/US Sporting  
Adjustable stock 12

1.57” 2.17”
No

14.96” 15.27” 14.84” .12” .24”
Yes Yes

40mm 55mm 380mm 388 377 3mm 6mm

C Euro Sporting  
Fixed drop stock 12

1.38” 2.05”
No

14,96” 15.27” 14.84” .12” .24”
Yes Yes

35mm 52mm 380mm 388 377 3mm 6mm

D Euro Olympic trap  
Fixed drop stock 12

1.22” 1.61”
No

15.16” 15.35” 14.84” .12” .24”
Yes Yes

31mm 41mm 385mm 390 377 3mm 6mm

D/R Euro Olympic trap  
Adj. drop stock 12

1.38” 1.89”
No

15.16” 15.35” 14.84” .12” .24”
Yes Yes

35mm 48mm 385mm 390mm 377mm 3mm 6mm

G/R Parallel Adj. drop 
Montecarlo stock 12

*1.69" *1.81" *2.28" 15" 15.35" 14.84" .12" .24"
Yes No

*43mm *46mm 58mm 381mm 390mm 377mm 3mm 6mm

L Parallel Adj. drop  
Montecarlo stock 12

1.44" *1.89" *2.56" 13.98" 14.17" 13.90" .14" .61"
Yes Yes

*36,5mm *48mm *65,5mm 355mm 360mm 353mm 3,5mm 15.5mm

STOCKS FOR HIGH RIB VERSIONS

HR11 Off/Set Adj. Drop  
Montecarlo stock 12

*1.65" *1.77" 2.36" 15” 15.35” 14.84” .12” .24”
Yes Yes

*42mm *45mm 60mm 381mm 390mm 377mm 3mm 6mm

HR16 Off/Set Adj. Drop  
Montecarlo stock 12

*1.65" *1.77" 2.83" 15” 15.35” 14.84” .12” .24”
Yes Yes

*42mm *45mm 72mm 381mm 390mm 377mm 3mm 6mm

STOCKS FOR MID RIB AND FLAT RIB VERSIONS

MR Off/Set Adj. Drop  
Montecarlo stock 12

1,37” 1.50” 2.05” 15” 15.35” 14.84” .12” .24”
Yes Yes

37mm 50mm 51mm 381mm 390mm 377mm 3mm 6mm

STOCKS FOR 20ga, 28ga and 410.

H UK/US Sporting  
Fixed drop stock 20

1.57” 2.16” No 14.96” 15.27” 14.84” .16” .28”
Yes Yes

40mm 55mm Nomm 380mm 388mm 377mm 4mm 7mm

H/R UK/US Sporting  
Adjustable stock 20

1.57” to 
1.18”

2.16” to 
1.77” No 14.96” 15.27” 14.84” .16” .28”

Yes Yes
40mm 55mm No 380mm 388mm 377mm 4mm 7mm

* The measures indicating the drop of the adjustable stock are obtained keeping the positioning the comb completely inserted into the seat of the stock. 
*The indicated dimensions are indicatives. Some of these may vary  within the maximum  tolerances of 3 mm .

DROP AT HEEL

DROP AT MONTECARLO DROP AT COMB

LENGTH TO THE HEEL

LENGTH OF PULL

LENGTH TO THE TOE

CAST OF TOE

CAST OF HEEL

Z-AMBASSADOR EL – REGENT - SL
ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Silver hand engraved Color case hardened
Calibers 12ga
Trigger mechanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricating springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version) - Non selective trigger (Trap version) -
Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm. ( 28”- 29,5”- 31” - 32” )
Top Rib Tapered 11-7mm in all length available 

Parallel 11-11 only on cm 71(28”) - 75(29,5”) - 81(32”) 
HR11 (see HR sheet) - HR16 (see HR sheet) - MR (see HR sheet)

-

Top Rib Finishing Hand made finishing -
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  - BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Stock as per barrels specifications Depending on the version chosen Custom stock – BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) – Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom

ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Black ; Silver Color case hardened
Calibers 12ga -
Trigger mechanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricating springs -
Trigger system Non selective trigger - Selective trigger -
Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 86cm.  ( 34” ) -
Top Rib High rib 16mm -
Top Rib Finishing Laser -
Side Rib Ventilated -
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo off/set HR16 12ga. HR16 Custom stock - BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Beavertail Rounded - Tulip shape - Custom

Z-TRAP US  

TECH SHEET
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Feel the difference
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zoliantonio.com
zoliusa.com

Zoli Antonio Srl 
Via Zanardelli, 39 25063 

Gardone VT (Brescia) Italy 
Tel. +39 030 8912161 - info@zoli.it
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